State Game Lands 114 (2,881.8 acres) is located in Lycoming County within the Pennsylvania Game Commission’s Northcentral Region and Wildlife Management Unit 2G. The game lands is managed in two compartments and has very limited access due to being bordered by large private hunting clubs and a municipal water authority. Compartment 1 has the only public access off of Township Route 784 and Compartment 2 is only accessible by foot through the water authority property.

Topography is mostly very steep side hills. The highest elevation of 1814 feet is found on the ridge tops between Watt Hollow and Larry’s Creek in Compartment 1. The lowest elevation of 940 feet is found along Larry’s Creek where it leaves the Game Lands in Compartment 2. The Game Lands is located in the West Branch of the Susquehanna River watershed. Larry’s Creek and its tributaries drain the Game Lands. The surrounding area is sparsely populated.

The original purchase consisted of two parcels and the transaction took place in December 1935. According to paper work found in the files at NCRO there was once a tannery located along Larry’s Creek on the north end of the game lands. It was noted that in 1972 that there were numerous ditches and stone walls evident that indicated where the tannery once stood.

State Game Lands 114 falls within the state’s largest IMA, the Northern Allegheny Plateau, representing the last large block of relatively unfragmented forest habitat remaining in the state. Mammals found on the game lands include black bear, white-tailed deer, porcupine, coyote, bobcat, fisher, mink, and squirrels. Wild turkey and ruffed grouse are common and the late-successional forest also provides habitat that support many bird species of greatest the conservation need. Hunting pressure is not overly excessive due to the relative inaccessibility of most of the game lands.

Hiking, bird watching, fishing, and cross-country skiing are lawful recreational activities that occur occasionally.